I. INTRODUCTION
An economy is usually classified as a manifestation of complex social systems. Complex systems are composed of many particles, or objects, or elements that may be of the same or different kinds. The elements may interact in a more or less sophisticated fashion by more or less nonlinear couplings. The trend of complex systems is dynamic, unstable, discontinuous and irreversible with multiple possibilities, rendering it difficult to predict the state of the economy. Investigation into huge amount of multivariate data is needed to extract and manipulate information distributed within the system, so that prediction and decision-making can be soundly sustained.
The existing literature on the predictability of economic crises is constantly expanding. One vein of the literature consists of studies based on a model known as "signals approach" which involves observing the behavior of a number of economic indicators as they issue signals when they exceed certain threshold values. See for example, Kaminsky, Lizondo and Reinhart (1998), Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999) , Goldstein, Kaminsky and Reinhart (2000) , Alvarez-Plata and Schrooten (2004) and Peng and Bajona (2008) . A second vein of literature focuses on parametric structural models, including logit or probit models, and uses lagged values of early warning economic indicators to predict crises. See for example, Frankel and Rose (1996) , Berg and Pattillo (1999) Although extant research is useful in understanding the origin of economic crises, more work needs to be done to better predict future crises. The complexity and dynamics of real-world economic problems require more sophisticated analytical methods and techniques. The purpose of this paper is to build a hybrid intelligent early warning system (EWS) which can deal more powerfully with issues like fast-learning, uncertainty, adaptability, vulnerability, knowledge capability, and hierarchical solution, etc.
II. A HYBRID INTELLIGENT EWS
Our hybrid intelligent EWS for economic crises consists of the following three components: The first component utilizes time-series econometric models to form forecasts of key economic indicators. The second component relies on fuzzy optimization to assess various types of macroeconomic and financial risks. The third component predicts the likelihood of economic crises based on ANN. Figure 1 presents the overall framework of our hybrid intelligent EWS model. 
A. Forecasts of Economic Indicators with Time-series Models
We use autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models to form individual forecasts of 12 time-series macroeconomic and financial indicators. ARIMA models are, in theory, the most general class of parametric models for forecasting difference-stationary time-series variables. In fact, ARIMA models are fine-tuned versions of random walk and stochastic trend models-the fine-tuning consists of adding lags of the differenced series and/or lags of the forecast errors to the prediction equation so that any last traces of autocorrelation from forecast errors are removed. The general formula for ARIMA models is as follows:
where
is the backward operator, ∇ is the difference operator, d is the rank of differences, x t represents time-series variables,
, and e t is a white-noise disturbance term.
B. Risk Assessment Using Fuzzy Optimization
We set up a fuzzy optimization model to assess various macroeconomic and financial risks. 1 Suppose that an intelligent EWS consists of n groups of cross-section observations, and that each optimal set of cross-section observations contains m early-warning economic indicators, i.e., the domain of discourse is denoted by X = x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n . The data matrix for the EWS indicators is as follows:
where X ij is the value of the ith EWS economic indicator at the jth time period, i = 1, 2, ..., m, j = 1, 2, ..., n.
For EWS indicators that are positively related to economic risks, we apply the following formula to compute its relative membership grade r ij :
For EWS indicators that are negatively related to economic risks, r ij is computed using the following formula:
Using equation (2) and (3), we transform the data matrix (X ij ) into the following matrix of relative membership grade (R ij ): 
where u j is the relative degree of economic risk and w i is the weight for the ith EWS indicator. A high value of u j indicates a high level of economic risks.
C. An Intelligent EWS Based on ANN
Using output data from ARIMA forecasts and risk assessments, we establish an ANN model to predict the likelihood of economic crises. ANNs are multivariate nonlinear nonparametric statistical methods that try to simulate the structural and/or functional aspects of biological neural networks. They represent an adaptive system composed of many simple processing elements that change their structure to reflect external or internal information that flows through the network during the learning phase. ANNs are particularly suitable for function approximation, forecasting and pattern recognition where the (economic) relationships among variables are not known from the theory or are difficult to specify. 2 This paper utilizes the most widely used ANN model called Back-Propagated Delta Rule Networks (BP), where all the nodes and layers are arranged in a feed-forward manner (see Figure 2 ). The first layer is called the input layer, where the information is received in the ANN. Usually the input layer consists of as many input nodes as there are independent variables. The last layer is called the output layer where the ANN produces its solutions. In-between the input and output layers, there are one or more hidden layers. Network with biases, a sigmoid layer, and a linear output layer are capable of approximating any function with a finite number of discontinuities. Standard BP uses a gradient descent algorithm, as does the Widrow-Hoff learning rule, in which the network weights are moved along the negative of the gradient of the performance function. After the ANN is trained, its forecasting ability can be tested on another sample.
III. AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS BASED ON CHINESE DATA

A. The Selection and Standardization of Economic Indicators
A pair of economic variables frequently appear in the EWS literature are the level of net export and foreign reserves. These two variables are used as an indicator of the current account condition. For example, declining volume of exports can be considered as an indication of competitiveness loss of a country, possibly caused by an overvalued domestic currency. In this paper, we use net export as a fraction of GDP, foreign reserve as a fraction of GDP, FDI as fraction of GDP, foreign debt as a fraction of GDP, the ratio of FDI and foreign debt and the real exchange rate to proxy for balance-of-payment conditions. Another set of important economic and financial indicators are inflation rate, real interest rate and the growth rate of money supply. In particular, the growth rate of M1 and M2 can point to whether there is excess liquidity in the monetary system. A high money growth rate may invoke speculative attacks on the domestic currency, thus leading to banking and currency crises.
TABLE I presents 12 key economic and financial variables used in this paper together with their predicted signs. A variable is predicted to have a positive sign if it is positively related to the level of economic risks. In this case, the variable is standardized using equation (2) . On the other hand, a variable is predicted to have a negative sign if it is negatively related to the level of economic risks. In this case, the variable is standardized using equation (3) . All data are of quarterly frequency during 1999 and 2008 with a total of 40 observations for each economic indicators.
B. Weights of Economic Indicators
We assign different weights for economic indicators based on their perceived level of economic and financial risks: Real GDP growth rate M2 growth rate ∼ Real interest rate ∼ Inflation rate Real exchange rate FDI/Foreign debt Net export/GDP Foreign exchange reserves/GDP ∼ Debt/GDP ∼ FDI/GDP Fiscal balance/GDP Stock-market index, where " " means "higher than" and "∼" means "is equivalent to". We use Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to obtain weights for each economic indicators. 
C. Time-series Forecasts of Economic Indicators
We use ARIMA(p, l, q) models to predict time- 
D. Assessments of Economic Risks with Fuzzy Optimization
To examine the variation of economic risks over time, we assign 12 economic indicators in one particular quarter to a group, i.e., each domain of discourse in a fuzzy optimization for the performance function and set the learning rate, the momentum constant and the acceptable standard error to be 0.05, 0.9 and 1e −6 , respectively. Using the aforementioned 36 sets of cross-section data as inputs to the ANN model, we find that the training process stops after 66 trials when the standard error falls below 1e −6 . Using 4 sets of cross-section data as the testing sample, we find that the MSE for the trained neural network is 0.0999, indicating that the mean squared error of our forecasts is within an acceptable range. TABLE V presents the trained results from BP neural networks for 2009 and 2010. As shown in the table, the level of macroeconomic and financial risks in the Chinese economy is predicted to be high, and the likelihood of a full-blown economic crisis remains high in 2010. 
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper develops a hybrid intelligent EWS for predicting economic crises. Our hybrid EWS is built on three components-ARIMA models for forecasting individual EWS indicators; fuzzy optimization for assessing various economic and financial risks; and ANN models for predicting the likelihood of economic crises. It integrates the advantages of all three methods combined and can deal more powerfully with issues like fast-learning, uncertainty, adaptability, vulnerability, knowledge capability, and hierarchical solution. Using quarterly data on 12 key macroeconomic and financial indicators of Chinese economy during 1999 and 2008, we find that the in-sample predictive power of our hybrid intelligent EWS is quite reasonable. Our out-of-sample forecasts indicate that the Chinese economy remains at high risk for large-scale economic crises in 2009 and 2010.
Although we have obtained some interesting results, we are aware that prediction in a complex and dynamic social system is indeed a very difficult task that calls upon more advanced and sophisticated techniques of computational intelligence. In addition, how to incorporate qualitative data such as contagion, political disturbances, moral hazard, and herding behavior into intelligent decision support systems remain an open question. We hope to conduct more research in this area in the future.
